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· PrintLog software is a feature-rich user-friendly application designed to give users the
means to store the print jobs they perform. It enables users to keep track of the time, total

number of pages, Task Bar Logger is a free application designed to track the performance of
your desktop computer and log activity to a database. The application keeps track of mouse,
keyboard and monitor activity. In addition, it provides log files of the events that occur on

your computer. FTP Proxy is a powerful, easy to use and powerful FTP client for Windows.
It works as a proxy server which can easily be used as an FTP proxy to other FTP clients,

allowing you to share files over the internet. Using FTP Proxy you can bypass firewalls and
proxies. TcpActiveMonitor is a tool to easily capture all network packets from an active

interface on your computer. The application is very small and easy to use. You can monitor
all network activities on the target interface and filter the packets to only those you want to

log. ActiveJobLog is a log application for Win32 platforms that logs the job status and
activity of a given application. Includes ability to log startup, startup and shutdown, and log

detailed information about a job, such as number of processors used, elapsed time, how
many processes were spawned, etc. ActiveJobLog is a log application for Win32 platforms

that logs the job status and activity of a given application. Includes ability to log startup,
startup and shutdown, and log detailed information about a job, such as number of
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processors used, elapsed time, how many processes were spawned, etc. ActiveJobLog is a
log application for Win32 platforms that logs the job status and activity of a given
application. Includes ability to log startup, startup and shutdown, and log detailed

information about a job, such as number of processors used, elapsed time, how many
processes were spawned, etc. Monitor your websites and automatically detect any changes.

Monitor Internet connection or other websites. Make your own WebWatch with the tools of
the Professional version. All the plugins to report on your websites and e-mail you with

errors. Analog File Logger is a freeware application that allows you to log to a text file all
the workstation activity, a specific program, or all the programs that run on your computer.

Analog File Logger is a freeware application that allows you to log to a text file all the
workstation activity, a specific program
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KeyMacro is a utility developed by the Microsoft Corporation that helps users encrypt their
data by generating encrypted data files. The encrypted files can only be read by other

programs, such as Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), Crystal Reports, Access and other
security-aware programs. You can use KeyMacro to read and edit information that is stored
in an encrypted format without the need for knowledge of a third-party encryption program.

This utility runs under Microsoft Windows 2000 and later versions, as well as under the
Microsoft Windows XP Professional and later versions. KeyMacro is actually a command-

line program that is executed from a shortcut, text editor or command-line interpreter. It can
be used as a filter to encrypt data on a floppy disk or as a command to encrypt and decrypt

files or specific portions of files. KeyMacro encrypts files, folders, subfolders, files and
registry keys. It can also be used to encrypt data that has been saved to the clipboard.

KeyMacro comes in a 32-bit and 64-bit version. The 32-bit version is intended for Windows
XP and later versions, while the 64-bit version is compatible with Windows Vista and later

versions. As a part of the Global Carbon Project, CarbonTracker from Carbon Neutral
provides the data required to measure and compare your company's carbon footprint. With
CarbonTracker you can easily establish a baseline against which to measure your current

carbon footprint and set a goal for reducing emissions. In addition to this, you can monitor
your carbon footprint, your emissions, and track your progress toward achieving your goal.

Carbon Neutral, as part of the Global Carbon Project, is a worldwide organization that seeks
to educate businesses, consumers, and governments on the issues of climate change and their

impact on the global environment. With its CarbonTracker software, Carbon Neutral
measures, analyzes, and compares businesses' carbon footprints. In this way, Carbon Neutral
is able to assess, analyze, and compare businesses' carbon footprints. It is important to note
that Carbon Neutral measures a business's total impact on the environment, including the
negative and positive impacts. As part of this process, Carbon Neutral's CarbonTracker

software compares a business's total carbon footprint with a baseline figure. This baseline
figure is created by referencing a group of companies whose size and geography roughly

match the organization in question. The CarbonTracker software can be used to compare the
company's carbon footprint with the baseline figure, which is divided into three basic

categories: MentorNLS 77a5ca646e
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PaperCut Print Logger

Print Logger is an easy to use, free, print logging software application. It provides real-time
activity logs detailing all printer use. Information tracked includes: · The time of print, · the
name of the user who printed, · the total number of pages, · document names and titles, ·
other job attributes such as paper size, color mode and more. The application uses built-in
Windows APIs to collect and record print log data. The user can choose to automatically
send a daily report to a specified e-mail address or post a daily log to a web site. If desired, a
filter can be applied to narrow print logs. Additionally, a CSV or HTML formatted print log
file can be saved and viewed by a text editor or viewer application. Features: · Multiple filter
options · Export to HTML, Excel, and CSV · Automatic daily report to e-mail address ·
Display formatted daily reports for easier viewing · Full-screen mode for printing · Print-
ready HTML generated on the fly · Filters that can be applied for more detailed logging ·
Easy to use, intuitive interface with multiple configuration options · Handles LAN printers ·
Supports secure printing over the network · Supports Windows Vista printing features ·
Prints in color and on letter-size paper · Supports multiple profiles (if installed) · Removes
unused printers and devices · Supports hot-plugged printers · Handles multiple printers on a
single system · Allows printing to the default printer (system-wide) · Supports keyboard
shortcuts (such as CTRL-S to save a print job) · Creates a new print log immediately upon
startup · Copy/paste command support · Can view previous print logs · Supports automatic
printing · Supports multiple printers (if installed) · Can be installed as a service · Portable,
light-weight application (40KB) DocLocker is a simple and easy to use software utility
which provides the user with the ability to set up their Windows 2000, 2003 and XP
computers to automatically lock their active documents when they have been inactive for a
pre-defined time period. Users can then browse the locked files without fear of their
sensitive information being stolen. Features: • Works with Windows 2000/2003/XP • Uses
timer based activation • Allows user to set a time frame before the computer locks • Simple
and easy to use • Displays dialogues explaining the actions performed

What's New in the PaperCut Print Logger?

PaperCut Print Logger is a real-time print logging and analysis application for Windows. It
allows you to record any printer use, including document names, printing attributes and the
time of printing. The logger stores all print information and exportable logs as a convenient
archive in.csv (spreadsheet) or.html format. PaperCut Print Logger allows you to view all
logs in a convenient viewer, or in an Excel file for more advanced users. PaperCut Print
Logger is ideal for business or home use. PaperCut Print Logger is available in
Windows.NET Framework 2.0 and above versions and supports.NET 3.5 and above.
Features: · View print logs in a log viewer or in a spreadsheet (default) · Print reports, logs
and task list in HTML or in CSV format · Export logs to CSV and HTML file format ·
Export statistics to CSV and HTML file format · Separate time range into separate files ·
Separate client and server usage to avoid IP conflict · Configurable IP address range · File
rotation settings · Ability to customise log columns · Ability to define custom dates formats
Requirements: · Windows 95/98/ME/NT/2000/XP · Windows Server 2003/2003
R2/2008/2008 R2 · Windows Vista/2008/Windows 7 ·.NET Framework 2.0 or above ·.NET
3.5 or above Notes: The CSV files and HTML files are locale independent and can be
viewed in any locales For Windows XP and Windows 2000, the.csv file can only be opened
by Microsoft Excel. Windows Vista and above allows.csv and.html formats for both
Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word. Installation: Copy PaperCutPrintLogger.exe into the
system folder on any Windows systems. Run PaperCutPrintLogger.exe and follow the on-
screen instructions. Usage: · To print a log: Select "Log printing" on the top menu and select
a print job. When it has finished, a message will indicate the number of pages printed. Click
on the message to open a log in the log viewer. · To open a log: Select "Open log" from the
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top menu. Browse to the location you wish to store the logs and select "Open".
PaperCutPrintLogger will open the log in the log viewer. Advanced Usage: · To export the
logged data to a CSV file: Open
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System Requirements For PaperCut Print Logger:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10 (32 or 64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (T6600 or
equivalent) Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Drive: 3 GB available space Video: DirectX 9.0c
compatible video card DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection
Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i7 (2
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